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Affiliated to Ulysses SA & Member of WRBA.
West Wits Chapter furthering the Brotherhood
of biking whilst having fun doing it.

Age Restriction “40 SNL”
Rider Discretion Advised

Sunday Breakfast Run
Bona Bona Game Lodge
Along N12 47kms after Klerksdorp &
33 Kms before Wolmaransstad
23 June 2019
Johan had heard about Bona Bona from a contractor who
had been doing some work for him and thought that Bona
.
Bona might just be a great Sunday ride for the West
Wits Ugly Buggers. Thus he got the plans in motion and
ended up with 8 souls meeting up at 007 Engen Garage in C/Ville for the run on Sunday.

From Left: Nicky [Vice], Valerie, Marius, Specs, Gerald, Allan [President], Mark W, Mark D.

Others had however gone on ahead in a cage as the plan was to meet up in Potchefstroom with the Potch
group, Johan & Theresa at the Wimpy opposite the Mall. A grand total of 14 souls went on to visit Bona Bona.
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Sunday Breakfast Run
Bona Bona Game Lodge
23 June 2019
[Updated 06 May 2019]
January
February
13 - Beatrix van Staden
24 - Hanelie Vermeulen
March
01 - Gert Nagel
04 - Trudie Ferguson
28 - Belinda Van Rhyn
April
07 - Gerald van Staden
22 - Petro Nagel
May
02 - Chris Jansen van Vuuren
24 - Valerie de Bruyn
June
06 - Nicky Oosthuizen
27 - Harold van Zyl
July
August
03 - Noreen Jansen Van Vuuren
18 - Sean van der Merwe
23 - Allan Ferguson
September
13 - Mark Westcott

The weather was warmer than
expected for that time of the
year. A fresh 3 degrees at 08h00
being up from the 0 degrees
coldest measured for the morning. Photo Below:
The group let
out their
clutches at 08h15 to take the R500 to get onto the N12 to head
off to Potch.
On arrival at Potch we found the Cagers drinking Coffee at the
Wimpy. Johan & Theresa were also there and Johan offered to
lead the group as he knew the route.
Arrived at Bona Bona at just on 10h30 and was welcomed by a
true North West winter warm mid morning.
The group went into the restaurant,
passing a stuffed white lion [yes
stuff both literally and figuratively],
and were seated on the veranda over
looking the valley with game lazy
area gathering the sun’s rays.
Giving the breakfast menu a miss the
group selected their choice off the
menu so as to have a good hearty
early lunch. Food was really very
tasty and reasonably priced.
A comment was made
“This place must be visited again in the future
for sure” & many agreed.

October
05 - Bernie Van Zyl
08 - Philip Van Rhyn
10 - Daleen Westcott
12 - Johan Basson
18 - Specs Vermeulen

Specs & Hanelie & their
family sitting on the
edge overlooking the valley and the game wondering around..

November
28 - Manda Oberholzer
December
11 - Andries Oberholzer

Great day out had by all
with the only negative
comment being “Oh It
was just so Short”.
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Sunday Breakfast Run
Bona Bona Game Lodge
23 June 2019

The group had decided that they must ride out before 14h00 as there was a forecasted cold front scheduled
to hit Gauteng during the late afternoon.

A good 328kms clocked for the day.
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All Reported Home Safe.

Tudor Rebels Charity Run
Tudor Rebels Far West Club House
Finsbury
22 June 2019
The group consisting of 8 souls [Jessica took
the photo] met at 007 Engen Garage and let
out the clutches at 09h45 to head for Finsbury & the Tudor Rebels Far West Clubhouse.

Arrived at the event and found to be the
early birds and so had a great selection of under cover seating to choose from while Gerald
was directed to go get something for a thirsty
lady to wet her throat. [Refer to Photo Below]

Oh No - can’t people eat in
peace anymore?

Looks like one must be very
careful of the camera as
the photographer sits and
waits for the “best shot”.
[refer to photo on left]

And the photographer
pounced yet again to try for
that juicy photo but Mark
with sauce running down his
chin was just too fast with
a serviette.
[refer to Photo Right]

Was great to see that Gert could take
some time out from studying to join the
Chapter. [Refer to Photo on Right]

Allan won a Braai Suitcase on the auction with
a bid of only R150. [Refer to Photo on Left].

The group left for home but had a quick pit
stop at Die Kasteel.
ET - I’m going Home.
All reported Home Safe.
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West Rand Pensioners Breakfast Run.
Studio 334.
334 Ontdekkers Road.
25 June 2019.

The group of pensioners met at The Dros opposite Key West Mall
to ride out at 09h00 to the Studio 334 for breakfast.

Once again the management of the establishment had opened up
their doors for the group to serve breakfast which is normally only
served on Saturdays and Sundays.

Food was tasty and coffee hot. Refer to price list to see how economical the pricing is.

Reminder, if any younger generation has a day off on a Tuesday
then feel free to contact Allan for ride details should you wish to
join in with the ride.

Reported Home safe.
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Tips & Hints
Chapter Group Rides
Firstly and utmost is the fact that all the riders safety is paramount and takes precedence over all else when riding in a group. For any
Chapter rides organized we stress that you should only ride at a comfortable speed for yourself. The policy being that group will ride only as
fast as the slowest rider, thus you will never be left alone. This is what biking brotherhood is about with its compromises.
Motorcycling is normally a solo activity, where the rider plans and travels to his/her destination, setting his own speeds. However,
when riding with a group of bikers from a Motorcycle Chapter, Rally Mass Ride or in a Funeral Mass Ride it can be the epitome of your
motorcycling experience but where one conforms to the rules of group riding.
Arrive Prepared:
Arrive on time or a bit earlier and ensure the bike has:
Full tank of petrol.
Tyres pumped to correct pressures.
Oil level checked.
At least 1 x basic first-aid kit per 7 bikes riding.
At least 1 bike tool kit per 7 bikes riding.
Pre-Ride Meeting:
Discuss ride plan like the choice of route, rest and fuel stops, and hand signals.
Assign a lead and a sweeper. [Both should be very experienced riders & know group riding procedures].
The lead should be made aware of each rider's skill level before the ride so that they can monitor the riders during the ride.
Riders should ideally carry a fully charged cell phone thus being prepared for any issue encountered.
Ride Group Size
Keep the ride group to a manageable size, where varying ride experience exists.
A large riding group with varying experience could be split into smaller and more manageable groups if necessary.
Each Group consisting of five to seven riders per sub-group and each group to ride separated only by a few seconds apart and ensure each group has its own designated lead and sweeper.
It may be advisable to assign a designated marshal who will ride forward and back between groups encouraging groups to either
catch up or slow down to wait for another group to catch up. Marshall could also ride up ahead to check the road for obstacles,
hazards etc and return giving necessary hand signals to the groups.
Tail sweeper of combined subgroups should ideally have a distinctive and clear means of identification e.g an Orange Head Light
Cover for easy identification by the lead biker.
Ride in formation.
The staggered riding formation allows a proper space cushion between motorcycles so that each rider has enough time and space to manoeuvre and to react to
hazards.
The leader rides in the right third of the lane, while the next rider stays at least one
to two second behind in the left third of the lane; the rest of the group follows
the same pattern. A single-file formation with a minimum 2 seconds following
distance is preferred with speeds of 100kph or higher, on a curvy road, under
conditions of poor visibility or poor road surfaces, entering/leaving highways,
or other situations where an increased space cushion or manoeuvring room is
needed.
Periodically check the riders following using your rear view mirrors. If you see a rider falling behind, slow down so they may catch
up. If all the riders in the group use this procedure, the group should be able to maintain a fairly steady speed without pressure to ride too fast to catch up. Always take the slower riders into consideration at all times.
Avoid riding side by side by side formations, because that reduces the space cushion as you may not have enough space should
you need to swerve to avoid a hazard and also you don’t want to get handle bars entangled.
If you’re separated from the group, don’t panic. Your group should have a pre-planned procedure in place to regroup. Don’t
break the law or ride beyond your skills to catch up. A sweeper should have your back in any event.
For mechanical or medical problems, use a cell phone to call for assistance as the situation warrants.
If a rider leaves during the ride, the rest of the group should re-form the staggered formation by criss-crossing into the next vacant position. Although it would seem more efficient for the column directly behind the missing rider to move up, we do not
recommend it because passing another rider within a lane can be risky.
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Day Jols, Fundraisers etc
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Day Jols, Fundraisers etc

Philip had suggested that we as a Chapter try and fill 1 or 2 tables [Table seats x 6] at the Wine & Biltong
Winter Feast this year. Philip was pleasantly surprised when finalising yesterday the tables, bookings & payment thereof for a total of 21 going to attend and taking up 4 tables at the event. This beats last year’s numbers and is a sign of the chapter maturing and Growing Old Disgracefully. Thanks goes to Philip for taking the
reigns and running with this event. Let us wear our Colours with pride Saturday.

The Carletonville Wine Festival is scheduled to take place:
Venue: Carletonville Roman Catholic Church
Address: 5 Ruby Street, Carletonville
Date:
Friday 6 September 2019
Time:
18h00 to 22h00
Last year it was only Beatrix [crutches and bandages after
the knee operation], Gerald, Trudie & Allan that attended
the Wine Festival.
If you want to find out more about the festival then just
ask those that attended last year.
Lets see how many members can attend this year’s festival.
Tip for Nicky [Vice], who really loves his wine. Start saving
and then take your bakkie and trailer to stock up again.
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Diarise Important Dates
A few important Chapter Dates to diarise:6 Jul 2019 - West Wits Chapter Monthly Meeting & Social, Trudie & Allan, Carletonville.
1 - 3 Nov 2019 - West Wits Chapter Year End Breakaway, Modimolle Holiday Resort.

Dates of some other Day Jols & Rallies:-

28 - 30 Jun 2019 Cane Rally, Pongola School Grounds, Pongola. [Prepaid R200 p/p]
26 - 28 Jul 2019 - Gemsbok Rally, Upington. R350.00 p/p [Pre Entries get 4 extra Lucky Draw Tickets]
6 - 8 Dec 2019 - Poison Rally, Kroonpark, Kroonstad.

Smile a While
"Doctor, there's a Biker patient
on line 1 that says he's invisible"
"Well, tell him I can't see him
right now."
-----------------------------------------------------

When the biker told the doctor
about his loss of memory after his
crash, the doctor made the biker
pay up in advance.
------------------------------------------

Doctor's office: All our records
are electronic now just fill out
these 12 forms
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